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should become many and it became Many by its own eJcshana1; which
may be fairly translated as Thought and Will.
In other Sutras2 it is said that the Universe proceeds in a fixed
order, implying Intelligence and Purpose, and unmistakably suggest-
ing evolution or progressive development according to fixed laws.
The Hegelian conception of the Infinite returning upon itselfs
has reference to its return from its self-exterDalisation into a higher
unity with its own self again. It means, for us human beings, the
alternation of dying to the lower and rising into higher existence—a
dying to live a larger and larger self—a conception not foreign to the
Indian Veddnta,4 if one would take the trouble of understanding it
correctly. I shall have to refer to this idea at greater length
later on.
I now ask if the Brahman, as described in the Vedanta Sutras, can
be said to be a 'characterless nothingness/?s Is it not, to use Hegel's
own language, c{ a principle which moves itself to its manifestation
or produces it, as the unmoved, which moves according to the pro-
found expression of Aristotle ??9 Shankar himself expresses this
very idea of a Being unmoved yet moving through its own inseparable
power called May a. If by <( characterless ?? Hegel meant to refer
to the Vedantic idea of nirguna Brahma, he obviously misunderstood
what that expression was meant to convey. Guna, though popu-
larly translated as " quality 5?, is, however, a technical word denoting
the component constituents of Nature (praJcriti), which characterise
all that has come into being, and as such. are liable to change. These
Gunas cannot be predicated of the Pure Absolute Being, Brahma,
which, is essentially all that the Eternal Changeless One must be. They
constitute in reality the negative aspect of Brahma, and are supposed
to belong to prakriti or MdyS, which is ever inseparable from Brahma,
In the language of Hegelianism, this takes away from Brahma the
character of an empty abstraction and conduces for man, in the normal
1 Chhand. Up. VI, 2, 3-4; Ved. Sutr.   on Ved. Sutr. I. 4, 26. S.BaE. Vol. 34,
11. 3-13; I. 5-6.                         p. 287. See also Ved. Paribh.  See
^ Ved. Sutr. II. 2,1-6.                  als0 ^S' Git- Ix- 4- c( ^ m^ all
-,    - .         , . -     , . ,   this world is pervaded in my •unmani-
. ssee this process lucidly ^^  fested aspect; all beings have root m
m Haldane's 'Pathway,' 11. pp. 109, 157,  ^ i am not rooted in them."
* -<   -   . -    r (t ^   ,    t        s ^or a tether refutation of this
A See the idea of 'self-estemaliza-  ^rge, see Rabindra Nath Tagore'e
tion " developed by SlianJbar in hie Gloss   " Ssidhana," pp. 16—18.

